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AC : What is your name?

Ignat: Our name is Wreck and Reference. There are two of us and each with our own names but it 
doesn’t have to go that far.

AC : What is your quest?

Ignat: I’m not sure that we have one. What is your quest? It might be helpful in figuring out ours. 

Felix: I was going to say our quest is to find the holy grail, but I remembered we are meant to be 
enigmatic in interviews.

AC : What is your favorite color?

Ignat: The problem with color is that it distracts the viewer from the essence of an image. Color is 
often not content. With that, I think I would prefer objects to be colorless.

Felix: #41383C

AC : What can you tell us about Wreck and Reference ? I saw some pictures of your gigs... 



you guys don't have any guitars at all ! But your new record is heavy as fuck ! The sound in 
itself is something really important for you, isn't it ? Could you tells us more about the way 
you compose ?

Ignat: 60+ years of guitar rock music and you were expecting more?! Guitars are boring! Though 
I’ve written some of the songs on guitar, a lot of them have been written by sequencing samples on 
the computer. This makes for a non-standard approach in rock music and, what I would hope, non-
standard songs. Is it working?

Felix: We’ve spoken a lot about our method and our efforts to challenge ourselves sonically, but to 
be honest; I don’t think I could write a song I’d be happy with using only a guitar. By this point, the 
process has defined the music, and the music the process.

AC : To quote you : "There is also a prevailing theme of determinism. Humanity lacks free 
will since it is chained to an inexorable sequence of physical and chemical events that 
perpetuate the organism and human reality to the abyss that is the end of all life."
Do you feel close to the concept of vanity (I'm thinking about the Hans Holbein's 
"ambassadors") ? It is definitely not a "standard" nihilism...

Ignat: I liked this question but I had to do some research to answer. I think the main difference 
between Holdein’s skull vanitas and the sort of nihilism that I tend to think about is that vanitas  
comes from a reality stemming from the perspective of a human being, a kind of uselessness in the 
face of death. The nihilism I prefer comes from the functioning of the physical, which in the end 
may be no nihilism at all. Human reality is an insignificant interpretation of a fraction of the 
physical world which is in turn controlled by the movement of particles and masses that follow 
rules, if you would like to give people any credit, we are only scratching the surface of in terms of 
our understanding. In this scope human life is meaningless because it is a continuation of a grander 
perpetuation, our minds a conduit for space, and with this we have to reject anthropocentrism, 
human meaning, and that skull altogether. Remember death, or don’t. It makes no difference. But 
since the universe does follow patterns as can be stated mathematically, it does leave us with a 
reinforced and rational system. In my interpretation, nihilism is the denial of systematic approaches, 
i.e. ethics, so a belief in the importance of the physical is contradictory to a belief system based in 
true nihilism.

Felix: We have not yet found any analgesic qualities in our bastardized philosophy. In many ways, 
our music is the sound of us still coming to terms with what we understand to be the truth and the 
corporeal urges that still hound us. Since we are seemingly incapable of apathy, we’ll keep using 
liquor and post show exhaustion as our preferred methods of anesthetization.

AC : Your new record is entitled "No Youth" (more precisely, the word "youth" is crossed on 
the cover). Why?

Ignat: We took LSD once on a green lawn with the sun shining. It was while we were writing and 
recording Youth. I thought about why, in the midst of beauty and nature, two flowering young men 
would have a tendency to deprive themselves in this way by writing about depression and 
unhappiness, but really living it too, it not being just an excursion in fiction. I still don’t have the 
answer to that question. But what I did think was that it would be appropriate to make an album 
explaining why our first record was so full of misery and fatalism and why we tended toward that in 



the first place. I am not sure if we quite achieved it but Youth does delve into very personal aspects 
of my life and history and touches upon some functions of society too, events and patterns that 
deprive a human being and lead to that kind nothingness and depression. 

Felix: Next move, W&R take more acid, make a folk record, come down, and kill ourselves

AC : So we can say that Youth is both sincere and personal. But if I understand, it's 
also very rational. No magic(k), nothing but the Absolute. 
But all the things you said makes me wonder... do you consider WR as a musical entity 
or as a pure mathematical product ? Like everything in fact.
And if it's not music anymore, how could you describe it ?

Felix: We are approaching some absurd territory here. There exist infinite ways to describe Wreck 
& Reference, and I would assert no authority over where the truth lies in between the ludicrous and 
the empirical. Rather than doggedly hunting down or claiming a single definition, I appreciate the 
thrill and discomfort of plummeting through the undefined. There are many things I would be happy 
to say we are not, but were we to stake claim to a singular identity or purpose, I fear we would have 
to sacrifice a great deal of our freedom and fun (which coincidentally are the two things we don't 
believe in).

AC : Thanks a lot for all of this ! I hope we will see you in Europe soon.
I give you the last words.

... 


